
OldTech/NewTech
Helping Students to Become Self-Taught

Recently John Maeda, President of Rhode Island School of Design, tweeted a note 
written on a napkin. "How does one teach someone to be self-taught?" I began 
observing best practices that promote self learning in students. I'll share examples of 
what I’ve noticed through student sketchbooks, Websites and links to inspirational 
resources that helped develop my thoughts.



As a graphic design teacher, I've been strongly affected by the acceleration of 
technological advances. Several years ago I was proud of my mastery of QuarkXpress 
until Adobe InDesign made that knowledge irrelevant. Dreamweaver skills I taught one 
year were depreciated by W3Schools in the next. My answers to "how to silhouette” in 
Photoshop changed with each new iteration of the Adobe Creative Suite. Recently, 
Adobe announced the end of CS. They are going to a cloud based method of software 
distribution, CC, that will lead to an exponential wave of upgrades. I knew I was 
fortunate to be "hard-wired" as a life long learner.

It is important to offer students courses that cover technologies integral to their fields. 
But, because those technologies are moving targets, the skills our students graduate 
with are quickly outdated even as they are entering their career path. So the challenge 
becomes how to teach students to teach themselves.

Over the years I have observed practices of students who are able to thrive in our ever 
changing environment. I began to look for common behaviors that helped them to 
become self-taught. The answer, I believe, involves both old and new technologies, 
drawing and coding.



The two practices I most often observed among successful students were: 1. Keeping 
extensive sketchbooks and 2. teaching themselves to code. Although these practices 
may seem to be at opposite ends of the technology spectrum, they share properties 
that help students learn how to learn. Drawing is thinking and coding is thinking.

The importance of being self-taught became apparent to me when one of our 
graduates, Alicia Reeves, was offered the position of UX (user experience) designer at 
a startup application design company. None of the classes she had taken in her 
undergraduate studies taught her how to design apps or mobile Websites. She had 
interned with the company over the summer and, obviously, learned enough about 
their technology to be hired right out of school. Why, because this student knew how to 
teach herself. She was one of the students who always took advantage of every 
opportunity to try new technologies, on her own. She studied the online tutorials, 
professional blogs and Websites I assembled in our school's online teaching resources. 
She taught herself to code. She embraced the mandatory use of sketchbooks to 
explore and gather knowledge on her own and discover her unique strengths and 
creative process. 



Three years ago I initiated a required use of sketchbooks in the graphic design classes. 
Sketchbooks are collected and graded five times a semester in conjunction with the 
grading of each assignment. At first there was resistance, with students complaining 
that these were graphic design courses, not drawing courses. It took time and 
encouragement to convince students of their value. Several students, including Elaine 
Haas, a chemistry major, embraced sketchbooking. She gave me confidence to pursue 
the practice. Once I was convinced that sketchbooks were beneficial, I found ways to 
make sure they were used. I allocated a large percentage of a student's grade to their 
sketchbook work and included required activities: e.g. series of sketches, notes, 
printouts of assignment research and readings, mind maps, color exercises, 
compositional explorations, concept variations, mock design briefs and reflections. 

Efren Flores produced a sketch for an Infographic assignment exercise interpreting 
Gerlinde Schller's quote from her book,"The World as Flatland." "To practice 
Information design implies viewing the world through a special filter, disassembling it 
with analytical curiosity, to then assemble it again in a simplified way and with a feeling 
for precision and detail."  We sent the sketch to the author, and she emailed back, 
"Thank you very much for the great sketch. This is indeed what we are trying to do 
everyday. ;-) Greetings from Amsterdam, Gerlinde" 



Kamery Nichols emailed David Carson about research she was doing on designers. 
She requested a high resolution photo to use in her poster assignment and he emailed 
selfies for her to use. She is so proud of her “emails with Carson” sketchbook page. 
Her sketchbook process for the Five Shapes book assignment included research, 
image collage, concept and copy brainstorming, layout sketches and 3D mock-ups.

Samantha Maurer reviewed her progress on a Yoga brochure with Yoga instructor, 
Lucille and pasted the feedback and revisions in her sketchbook. Samantha’s Symbol 
Set mind map and concept development on the Brussels Sprouts ad assignment lead 
to creative and unexpected solutions.





Sketchbooks have been used by creative people for generations. These are some 
books I share with students as I make a case for sketchbooking: Graphic, Inside The 
Sketchbooks of the World's Great Graphic Designers, Steven Heller and Lita 
Talarico. Sketchbook, Conceptual Drawings from the World's Most Influential 
Designers, Timothy O'Donnell and An Illustrated Life, Danny Gregory. 

David Sherwin of Frog Design, remarked, "Out of all the tools available to a working 
designer, the humble pencil is often the quickest method to access one’s intuition."  

Suzanne Baruch Asherson said,"Putting pen to paper stimulates the brain like nothing 
else, even in this age of e-mails, texts and tweets. In fact, learning to write in cursive is 
shown to improve brain development in the areas of thinking, language and working 
memory. Cursive handwriting stimulates brain synapses...”

In his vimeo Pentagram's Daniel Weil refers to sketching as "design thinking made 
visible." https://vimeo.com/19046723 
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A practice called "sketchnoting" is gaining attention as a way to capture thoughts as 
you learn, and then share them with others. The Sketchnote Army, http://
sketchnotearmy.com/ is "a group engaged in purposeful doodling while listening to 
something interesting." Sketchnotes don't require high drawing skills, but do require a 
skill to synthesize and summarize. Sketchnoters “draw to communicate and to 
understand.” The Sketchnote Handbook, Mike Rohde and Sketchnotes 2011, Eva-
Lotta Lamm are great sketchnoting resources. When I told Father Campbell about 
Sketchnoting he said, "That sounds like the first cave drawings." 

I remember a precursor to Sketchnoting, Rapid Viz, by Hanks and Belliston, a method 
for the rapid visualization of ideas. Hanks believes that being able to visualization 
information teaches you to think, "...what happened to my mind was more important 
than the sketches I produced. It uses Confucius’ principle, “I hear and I forget. I see 
and I remember. I do and I understand.”

Mind mapping has also long been used to stimulate creative thinking. It engages the 
logical, language, expressive and visual parts of the brain. You can watch Tony 
Buzan’s Mind Mapping video (somewhat dated) on YouTube. http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlabrWv25qQ
Links to other inspirational videos: 
Oliver Jeffers: Everything Starts in the Sketchbook
https://vimeo.com/album/2228182/video/57472271 
Inge Druckrey: Teaching to See
https://vimeo.com/45232468

I assign a high percentage, 40%, of students' grades to the work done in their 
sketchbooks. Sketchbook assessment involves four criteria. 10% creative process as 
recorded in the sketchbook, 10% reading homework, 10% exercises, 10% used 
regularly, discovering their own voice. This got students' attention. Even if they got 
perfect 10s on all the other assignment criteria, their grade would be a D.
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The last criterion, "used regularly, discovering their own voice," encourages students to 
pay attention to their “ah ha” moments, and understand what they are doing that leads 
to insights and perception. The sketchbook is a tool to help students keep in touch 
with themselves. It is a place for them to safely take creative risks and ask "what if?" It 
is an intensely personal compilation and becomes a future resource for ideas of the 
student's own making. Sketching builds observation and drawing skills, and hand skills 
as they collage printouts of their independent research and annotated work in 
progress. Documenting their work also serves to assist students in understanding, 
expressing and communicating their process to others. It is essential for students to 
learn to support their designs and design processes in the professional world.

Following are remarks from several students about their sketchbook experience:

Jessie Sumpter
"The process of sketchbooking was one of the greatest lessons I experienced in my 
design courses at Spring Hill College. The creative process for every designer is 
different and personal. For me it starts with an explosion of ideas. My sketchbooks help 
me to organize this explosion and to visually put together a puzzle of ideas that create 
the path I need to take. I never know where this path will lead me or even where I 
should begin. I just start with the first thing that comes to mind. I make lists, sketch and 
collage. From there the path forms fluidly. My projects all started with pages upon 
pages of images and key words. I would collage anything and everything that was 
inspiration and through these pages something would spark. I then would start the 
process all over again, but this time a bit more focused on the end result. This allowed 
me to put real meaning and thought behind my designs. Everything became 



intentional. It would continue as my ideas started to narrow and then the process went 
from finding an idea to revising one. I would create a few different options and paste 
them next to each other in my sketchbook. This allowed to me compare the options 
and see what was working and what was not. It kept me on task and on time. Many 
times pages of inspiration that were not used right away were later used for a new and 
different project. Sketchbooks are visual adaptations of my personal creative process. 
Without them my mind would be cluttered and this would be evident in my design. 

Katie Hedrick
"I personally have found the use of sketchbooks incredibly useful and an integral part of 
beginning any creative process, especially design. In my GD classes I would begin all 
my projects by researching the topic or idea I was working on, and printing out anything 
and everything related to it just so I could have a few pages filled with inspiring images. 
Images that I could later flip though easily so that when I begin my design I would have 
this place I could look back to for inspiration that would keep me focused. Because if I 
don't have an idea down some where in a sketchbook I am liable to forget it. The use of 
my sketchbook also allowed me to get all my bad ideas out and onto paper so I could 
see just how horrible some where before I spent hours on the computer creating them. 
A sketchbook for me is a place I can store all my creativity the good and the bad so that 
I can, years later or days later, look over what I have done. In my sketchbooks I like to 
keep one project together from start to finish so that after I have finished a project and 
put that last completed image in my sketchbook I can review my creative process. I 
loved using my sketchbook in my GD classes and writing this reminds me just how 
useful having one is." 



Katie used a sketchbook to record her concepting process on her Color Theory poster.



Sophomore, Ally Hill, told me that, at first, she thought the sketchbook was a waste of 
time, she just wanted to get to work on the computer. Over the course of the year she 
realized that what James Victore said was true, "Computers have allowed students to 
go straight to step two: execution. But too many of them have no idea of step one: 
thinking." She embraced Milton Glaser's quote, "Computers are to design as 
microwaves are to cooking." She came to rely on the sketchbook as a developmental 
tool and source of inspiration. The sketchbook work she did to research, plan, write 
and illustrate her children's book, Danny Draws the Zoo, reflects the depth of her 
creative thinking on that assignment. 

In the same conversation Ally told me how excited she was to learn coding in her 
Introduction to Web class. She said, "It’s like putting pieces of a puzzle together and, 
although it is hard, it is very rewarding."



MIT professor, Mitch Resnick says that students today know how to "read" 
technology but they don't know how to "write" technology. They have experience 
interacting with new technologies: gaming and texting, but not with creating and 
expressing themselves using technology. In his TED talk, Let's Teach Kids to Code, 
http://www.ted.com/talks/mitch_resnick_let_s_teach_kids_to_code.html he makes a 
case for teaching kids to code for the same reasons that sketchbooking helps students 
learn to teach themselves. Coding enables kids to interact with and express 
themselves with new technologies. It makes them fluent in writing technology within 
the meaningful context of understanding how to create and build an idea from start to 
finish. It introduces kids to a process of creative problem solving. Mitch uses Scratch 
http://scratch.mit.edu/ to teach kids to code. To paraphrase Mitch, “...with coding, kids 
are learning concepts like variables, reasoning, taking an idea from start to finish, 
collaboration, experimenting and breaking down the complex into parts.” There is a 
new coding app for iPad called Hopscotch http://www.gethopscotch.com/.
Codecademy is teaching people to code interactively, online, for free. http://
www.codecademy.com/
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As a student, Fredrick Norfleet understood the importance of coding in the design 
profession. Along with the required Web courses at our school, he studied on his own 
and designed an extraordinary Website that helped him secure a prime internship at 
Red Square Agency and a job at the MDI group upon graduation.http://dreamlyfe.me/

Abbey Roam, an avid sketchbooker, took advantage of opportunities to teach herself 
coding beyond the required Web classes. She interned with our communications office 
and designed our Spring Hill College mobile Website. http://m.shc.edu/home/

I believe it is a teacher's job to create an environment where students are encouraged 
to take risks and learning is allowed to emerge. Having students engage in activities 
that require individual, creative problem solving teaches them to learn on their own. In 
both drawing and coding students participate in processes where they arrive at 
understanding through independent work. Learning to draw and learning to code 
require that students overcome their resistance to both practices, both are intimidating 
and difficult to learn. The rewards of engaging in these practices become apparent to 
students on their own. This further motivates them to teach themselves and share their 
knowledge with others. 
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Sugata Mitra, in his award winning TED talk asks "what is the future of learning?" 
http://www.ted.com/talks/sugata_mitra_build_a_school_in_the_cloud.html 
His wish is to "Build a School in the Cloud," where children can explore and learn from 
one another. He says, "...knowing is obsolete, learning emerges out of self-organized 
learning environments, the teacher's job is to encourage." Students will figure things 
out creatively, both independently and collaboratively.

There is only so far you can go by just imagining a concept or solution in your mind, 
then you have to work to put pieces of the puzzle together. Curiosity about how to 
solve problems and make things work is a human characteristic. Using drawing and 
coding to teach students to become self-taught is important if we are to stay in touch 
with our humanity as the world becomes more technically advanced. 
The most important skill we can teach, one that won't be outdated in the months 
and years to come, is teaching students to be self-taught.
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